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What Judges Need To Know

• The American With Disabilities Act is now over 30 years old

• ADA forbids discrimination against individuals with 
disabilities in many areas of life in the U.S.                          

• Even during the COVID the ADA is still the law.     



Case of Victor & The Library

Victor has a disability and is being very 

careful during this time of COVID. 

Victor has asked his local library to open an 

hour early for him to go the library before 

anyone else.



Victor’s Case

The local library has refused Victor’s request.

Judges: Is the library discriminating against 
Victor?



Case of Henry & Employer

Henry has a disability.

Henry’s employer is taking Henry’s 

temperature before allowing him in to work 

in the interest of protecting all its employees.



Henry’s Case

Henry is the only employee that has his 

temperature taken before going in to work.

Judges: Is Henry being discriminated 

against?



Case of LoCost Store & Sonia              

Sonia likes how the local LoCost Store looks 
and the way the employees are treated. 
Sonia decides to apply for a job at the store.

Sonia has a visual disability and is not able to 
use a regular computer. 



Sonia’s Case

The computers at LoCost do not have the 
adaptive equipment that Sonia needs.

Sonia leaves the store without applying for a 
job.



Sonia’s Case

Later Sonia decides that LoCost has 
discriminated against her. 

Judges: Has LoCost discriminated against 
Sonia?



Case of Round Pie & Michael

Michael is applying for a chef job at Round Pie. The job application 
asks if Michael has a disability.

Michael does have a disability but he does not want to answer the 
question truthfully. 

But he also does not want to lie and say no.



Michael’s Case

Michael thinks Round Pie should not have 

that question on the job application. 

Judges: Can Round Pie ask if someone has a 
disability on the job application?



All EYES & Olivia

Olivia has been approved to participate in unpaid 

internship with All Eyes, a computer security firm. 

Olivia got her internship through her Transition 

Program. Olivia has a disability.

Everyone at All Eyes is allowed to take one break 

during their four hour shift.



Olivia’s Case

Because of Olivia’s disability she needs to take two 

breaks  during her shift.

When Olivia asked her supervisor at All Eyes to 

provide her with a second break, she told Olivia

“ This is a work place not a kindergarten”



Olivia’s Case

Olivia is upset and decides she can not work 

at All Eyes.

Judges: Has All Eyes discriminated against 

Olivia?



Bullseye is a huge store that carries just about 

everything you could want including food and 

clothes .

Tom has a mobility disability and wants to use 

Bullseye’s mobile shopping cart.

Bullseye & Tom



Tom’s Case

Whenever Tom goes to Bullseye the mobile 

shopping carts are out of order and no employees 

are ever available to help him shop.

Tom believes that Bullseye is discriminating against 

him.



Tom’s Case

Judges:

Has Bullseye discriminated against Tom?



Michelle & City Police

Michelle has both physical disability and a mental 
health disability.

Michelle is arrested by the City Police and during 
the arrest Michelle asks the police to handcuff in 
front rather than in back.



Michelle & City Police

The police disregard Michelle’s request and handcuff in front 
even though Michelle lets the police know she has a disability.

The police tell Michelle they are doing their job and disability 
or no disability they are going to arrest her.



Michelle & City Police

Judges: Did the police discriminate against 

Michelle?



Sam & Voting

Sam has a disability and is not able to write.

A new voting law says that Sam needs to vote in 

front of a “traveling board”.



Sam & Voting

Sam believes he should have a way to vote without 

having to vote in front of a “traveling board”

Judges: Does the new voting law discriminate 

against Sam?
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